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Scar and skin clinic opens on Gold Coast
DERMINK is a pre-eminent
scar and skin clinic that’s
recently opened a new facility
on the Gold Coast, says doctor
Theresa Arnold.
She said using permanent
medical grade pigments,
individually blended and
colour matched to each
patient’s skin, scars and other
skin imperfections could be
rendered permanently
invisible.
Dr Arnold has completed
more than 10,000 procedures
at her clinics in San Francisco
and London, permanently
camouflaging cosmetic and
other surgical or trauma scars.
“Australians now spend
more per capita on cosmetic
procedures than Americans,
so it was inevitable we would
need to open a clinic in
Australia to satisfy the
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increasing demand,” Dr
Arnold said.
“For some patients their
scars are a reminder of
physical or psychological
trauma, for others they are
just an unwelcome irritation.
“I work with people who
have tried everything from
make-up to lasers and surgery.
There is no typical patient.”
Dr Arnold said she had
worked with models,
celebrities, men and women
with post-operative scarring
and children with birthmarks
or other skin imperfections.
“In the case of people who
experience visible scarring
after facelifts or other surgery,
sometimes they feel doubly
scarred; guilty for simply
wishing to look their best or
worried that their partner
won’t understand why they
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Seamlessly blended into the skin to minimise scar and skin pigment imperfections.
• Won’t wash or rub off
• Minimally invasive
• Little or no ‘downtime’.
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Tel: 1300 145 000
dermink.com

Procedures Offered

TUMMY TUCK
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sought out surgery in the first
place,” she said.
“You would be surprised
how many of my patients’
families don’t even know they
have had surgery at all.”
Dr Arnold said Dermink
offered treatments to mask all
scarring including post cancer
surgery, face lift and breast
scars.
It can also treat sun and
age spots as well as burns, skin
grafts, acne scars, birthmarks,
vitiligo and stretch marks.
She said treatments were
discreet and non-invasive
with no down time and new
patients were entitled to a free
no-obligation consultation.
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Pigment Restoration

Gold Coast • San Francisco • London

For further information or to book a FREE CONSULTATION call our Gold Coast Clinic on 1300 145 000
www.dermink.com
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